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What’s missing? 



Segway

E-scooters

E-bikes

Small-Drones

Large-Drones

Passenger-Drones

Delivery-robots

Hyperloop

Pneumatique

Remotely-operated-vehices

Platoon-vehicles

AVs -land/air/sea/undersea

Driver-monitoring-systems

Driver/operator-wearables

Exoskeletons

MaaS

RaaS

What’s still missing? 



What’s still missing? 

• Usage-based-insurance

• Smart-infrastructure

• Smart-cities

• IoT

• V2X, P2X, X2X

What else? 
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Familiar words?

Reasonable 

Foreseeable

Negligent

Intention

Reckless

Wilful

Competent

Honest mistake 

Due care & skill

Balance of probabilities

Beyond reasonable doubt

Proper lookout

Safely

Control

Others?



Human or animal 
speed/force

Mechanised 
speed/force

Digital 
speed/force

Human decision makers 
and actors

Human decision makers 
use machines to act 

Machine intelligence uses 
data to drive decision 

making and mechanical or 
digital action

Injury caused by someone you 
know who has responsibility to 

care for you

Injury caused by 
someone/something you don’t 
know but can identify who has 

resources or insurance

Injury caused by 
someone/something you don’t 
know and may not be able to 

identify who may be in another 
jurisdiction who may or may not 

have resources



Human or animal 
speed/force

Mechanised 
speed/force

Digital 
speed/force

Law regulates 
human behaviour

Law regulates 
technology

AI is the regulator 

Human knowingly 
recklessly or negligently 

breaches rules

Big data identifies risks 
that could not be 

foreseen by humans 

AI shuts everything 
down before rules can 

be broken



Human knows or ought 
to know of risk or rule

Machine programmed 
to obey rule or avoid 

risk

Real time big data 
mining identifies 

previously unknowable 
potential risks

Human balances 
risk/reward – what’s 

reasonable?

Machine operates as 
expected or malfunctions

Machine intelligence uses 
data to identify optimal 

action to achieve desired 
outcome

Human knowingly or 
recklessly or negligently 

breaches rules

Coders/developers hack 
machine 

AI Connectivity shuts 
machine down before 

rules can be broken
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• https://modeltfordfix.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/09/1914-
model-t-ford-38.jpg



Wikipedia

Ford converted the automobile from an expensive 
curiosity into a practical conveyance that would 
profoundly impact the landscape of the 20th century



Image Michael D Wilson

https://www.vox.com/2019/2/20/18232469/shoshana-zuboff-age-
surveillance-capitalism-book-google-facebook-privacy-data-kara-swisher



Taniapedia 1.0 following Zuboff

Data converts mobility from an interesting way to get 
around into behavioural surplus  fabricated into 
prediction products that will profoundly shape how we 
live and act in the 21st century



The most-predictive behavioral data come from intervening in the 
state of play in order to nudge, coax, tune, and herd behavior toward 

profitable outcomes… 

automated machine processes not only know our behavior but also 
shape our behavior at scale… 

it is no longer enough to automate information flows about us; the 
goal is to automate us…

the means of production are subordinated to an increasingly complex 
and comprehensive “means of behavioural modification”

Page 8



Instrumentarian power knows and shapes human 
behavior toward others’ ends. 

Instead of armaments and armies, it works its will 
through the automated medium of an increasingly 
ubiquitous computational architecture of “smart” 

networked devoices, things and spaces. 

Page 8



The data companies were once regarded as 
mere “suppliers”, but it is more likely that the 

auto  companies will become suppliers to the 
data behemoths.

Page  217



Taniapedia 2.0 following Zuboff

Data profoundly impacts legal rules and tests that 
rely on human decision making and will shape how 
we live and act in the 21st century



https://www.law.georgetown.edu/faculty/julie-e-cohen/


Julie E Cohen, ‘Law for the Platform Economy’ 
(2017) 51 U.C. Davis Law Review 133

Platforms

• new forms of connectivity 

• reshaping seemingly every area of human activity

Goal 

• Be indispensable point of intermediation

• reshape narratives about reality, value and reputation



Human lawyer

Human lawyer 
augmented by 

digital tools

Digital legal 
services

Trusted advisor & 
advocate

Advice based on data 
mediated by human 

Data drives unmediated
mechanical or digital 

decision making & 
action

Knowledge, 
competencies & 

soft skills

+ tech 
competency & 

outputs

Software 
development & 

data analysis



Human judgment based on 
own knowledge & 

experience & sensory 
perception

Human judgement assisted 
by data of knowledge, 

experience & perceptions of 
others accessed via machine

Machine uses data to 
identify optimal action to 
achieve desired outcome 

Actions & decisions use 
subjective & objective 

perception & assessment 
of physical world

Actions & decisions 
creatively generate ideas 
and critically assess  them

Data mining identifies 
patterns not otherwise 
observable by humans

Personal, moral, ethical 
internal imperatives act 

on decision maker

Regulatory, economic  
external imperatives 

drive & constrain 
decision maker’s action 

Platforms use data to 
nudge, modify, control 

& automate action
Cohen, 2017, 145;  Zuboff 8



Lord Philip Sales, Justice of the UK Supreme Court

Algorithms, Artificial Intelligence and the Law;   The Sir Henry Brooke Lecture for BAILII 

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, London, 12 November 2019 

Human Decision Maker Human guiding algorithmic decision 

maker

AI decision maker

(Machine interposed between human 

agency and what it, machine, does)

Jill Lepore, Professor of American History, Harvard

MLTalks: Jill Lepore in conversation with Andrew Lippman; MIT Media Lab, 2 May 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=s_BrFTxfom8

Fact Number/Statistics Data

Discernment Measurement Pattern Detection

Truth Control/ Power Prediction

Antithesis of mystery Antithesis of secrecy Antithesis of privacy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=s_BrFTxfom8


Tania – thoughts in progress

Information scarcity Information availability Information overload

Knowledge, 

Experience

Application

Identify

Access  & 

Evaluate relevant information 

Data gathering,

Mining capacity 

Pattern Correlation

Prediction

Remember 

Understand 

Apply

Analyse 

Evaluate 

Create

Extract 

Refine

Manipulate

Exploit



Tania – thoughts in progress

Trial by ordeal Trial by jury Trial by judge Mediation/Arbitration AI decision

Decision by supernatural 

power

Decision by 12 peers in 

community

Decision by trained expert on 

behalf of state 

Decision by private facilitator Decision using algorithm, 

nature language processing & 

machine learning 

Deciding guilt Deciding fact Deciding fact and law Deciding position of parties Executing code

Predicting future decisions

Process public

Deliberation opaque to humans

Outcome public

Process public

Deliberation known only to 

jurors

Outcome public

Process public may in 

inaccessible

Deliberation explained publicly 

but may be difficult to 

understand by non-lawyers

Outcome public

Process at request/expense of 

parties

Deliberation private 

Outcome largely private and 

bounded by contract

Process not public

Deliberation uses proprietary 

software and may be opaque to 

humans

Outcome may be public or may 

be behind paywall



Taniapedia 3.0 following Cohen

Data + Platforms impact what we see, hear, think 
and feel, and are already profoundly shaping who 
we are and how we interact with our world and with 
each other in the 21st century



Questions

Comments 

Discussion


